
O
n June 13, 2012, the Inter-
net Corporation for As-
signed Names and Num-
bers (ICANN) — the 
entity that administers 

the domain system of the Internet 
— published the list of applica-
tions for the next generation of ge-
neric Top Level Domains (gTLDs). 
The gTLD is that portion of a do-
main name that comes after the 
“dot” (such as .com and .org), and 
ICANN had proposed a vast expan-
sion of the gTLD universe with the 
possibility that new gTLDs could 
be created featuring almost any 
string of letters. Still, most observ-
ers were taken by surprise when it 
was revealed that applicants had 
paid ICANN’s large application fee 

(more than $180,000) to file 1,930 
applications for 1,409 potential new 
gTLD strings.

The potential new gTLDs broke 
down roughly as follows:
•  Approximately 650 for “.brands” 

and other closed or restricted 
domains, which would not be 
made available to the general 
public (e.g., .americanexpress);

•  Approximately 600 applications for 
unrestricted domains (e.g., .xyz);

•  Approximately 140 for geo-
graphic and community do-
mains (e.g., .london, .catholic), 
many of them with restricted 
eligibility; and

•  116 for internationalized TLD’s 
in non-Latin scripts (e.g., Chi-
nese, Arabic, Cyrillic)

As of early 2015, dozens of the 
new gTLDs were already open for 
general registration of second-level 
domains, and more than four mil-
lion domains had already been 
registered, with .xyz drawing the 
most registrants. 

A number of the proposed new 
gTLDs would be of interest to finan-
cial institutions, specifically:
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•  .bank;
•  .banque;
•  .credit;
•  .creditcard;
•  .creditunion;
•  .finance;
•  .financial;
•  .forex;
•  .insurance;
•  .investments;

•  .loan;
•  .loans;
•  .mortgage;
•  .save; and
•  .trust.
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Several of these domains have 
completed the contracting process 
and, by the time this article goes to 
press, may be open for registration 
of second-level domain names. Of 
particular interest to MBA members, 
however, will be .bank and .insurance.

In Sept. 2014, fTLD Registry 
Services, a joint venture formed by 
a number of financial services com-
panies and trade associations (most 
notably the ABA and the Financial 
Services Roundtable) was awarded 
the right to operate the .bank and 
.insurance gTLDs. The domain was 
awarded by ICANN to fTLD over 
one other applicant with no connec-
tion to the banking industry. Under 
the terms of fTLD’s application, the 
.bank domain is intended for use 
solely by financial institutions, and 
domains within this gTLD can only 
be registered and used by members of 
the banking community. 

Applicants for .bank domains 
will need to supply documentary 
evidence (e.g., a bank charter docu-
ment) to prove they are eligible 
members of the banking commu-
nity. Proxy or anonymous registra-
tions will not be permitted. In ad-
dition, fTLD has set up numerous 

additional security measures and 
other eligibility restrictions in order 
to register and use .bank domains, 
to ensure that these domains can 
only be registered by bona fide fi-
nancial institutions, and that sites 
operating at those domains will 
be (and will be recognized as) ex-
ceptionally reliable and secure. For 
example, websites operated at .bank 
domains will be required to employ 
Domain Name System Security Ex-
tensions at all domain levels; use at 
least NIST Level 3 encryption; and 
require multi-factor authentication 
for users. The goal is to create a 
new domain universe for banks and 
related companies, which will in-
spire confidence on the part of both 
banks and their customers. 

fTLD has acknowledged that 
these added security measures 
mean that .bank domains will end 
up costing more than ordinary 
.com domains, although as of press 
time fTLD has not yet revealed 
their pricing structure. Early pric-
ing information on other recently 
released new gTLD’s show annual 
fees starting as low as $12, but oth-
er specialized and/or highly desir-
able domains are expected to fetch 

higher prices. As an extreme ex-
ample, the applicant for the .sucks 
domain announced its intention to 
charge fees in the five figures, bet-
ting that brand owners will be will-
ing to pay dearly to make sure that 
“brand.sucks” is under their con-
trol. Obviously, .bank domains are 
expected to fall somewhere in be-
tween those extremes. 

Currently, the .bank gTLD is ex-
pected to be launched sometime in 
or around June 2015, with a sun-
rise period beginning a month be-
fore, in May 2015. The sunrise pe-
riod permits owners of registered 
trademarks to reserve domains 
corresponding  to their trademarks 
before the domains become gener-
ally available. 

The coming of the sunrise pe-
riod means the time is now for 
banks to assess the trademark sta-
tus of their core brands in order 
to fully participate in the sunrise 
period and secure the rights in the 
.bank domains that correspond to 
their brand(s). This is going to be 
particularly critical for banks hav-
ing commonly used words in their 
names (such as “national” or “com-
munity” or “peoples”) where there 
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could be multiple legitimate claim-
ants to the same or similar domains.

Whether you want to dive fully 
into the .bank universe, or if you 
only want to play defense and protect 
your brands against being coopted by 
others, banks should consider doing 
the following in advance of the sun-
rise period:

1. Conduct an audit of your cur-
rent trademark holdings to verify
that core brands are protected by
federal trademark registrations.
Most of the trademark protec-
tions built into the new gTLD
regimes are limited to recog-
nized trademark rights — and
that usually means nationally
registered marks (although some
exceptions are possible, such as

trademark rights that have been 
recognized by a court). 

2. Immediately file federal trade-
mark applications for those core
brands not yet so protected.  Due
to the time it takes to complete
a federal trademark registration,
filing now will not be in time to
secure a registration before the
May 2015 sunrise period opens,
but at the very least it will pro-
vide the ability to take remedial
steps —  such as URS or UDRP
proceedings — in  the event a
conflict does arise. (Registering
your key trademarks, of course,
also provides benefits outside
the domain name sphere, and
should be part of any bank’s
brand strategy.)

3. Submit your registered trade-
marks to ICANN’s Trademark
Clearinghouse (TMCH). List-
ing with the TMCH is a pre-
requisite to participation in the
.bank sunrise period, and will
help protect you in many other
gTLDs beyond .bank. Further,
Donuts, the company behind
many of the new gTLDs, offers
a similar blocking service that
you can also take advantage of.

4. Make the appropriate sunrise
filings once the sunrise pe-
riod opens, and also consider
registering other .bank do-
mains corresponding to your
other brands once general
availability opens.

While it remains to be seen 
whether the new gTLD’s like .bank 
will actually catch on with consum-
ers, fTLD has made a significant 
investment to ensure (as much as 
possible) that the .bank gTLD will 
be relatively free of phishing and 
other illegitimate sites, so that it can 
be a relatively safer environment 
for financial institutions to build 
or enhance their online brands. At 
the very least, the simple defensive 
measures discussed above should 
be taken so that banks can be in 
a position to ride the .bank wave 
if it gains momentum, or at worst 
not to be caught napping when the 
tide rolls in.  n

Robert M. O’Connell, Jr., is of counsel 
at Fish & Richardson in Boston, where 
he focuses his practice on trademark and 
copyright law counseling banks and 
other businesses about online and offline 
branding strategies. He can be reached 
at oconnell@fr.com.

Working with East Boston Savings Bank (EBSB), Harland Clarke developed a 

turnkey acquisition program to help increase retail checking account openings. 

Following implementation of the program, EBSB experienced an 80% increase 

in first checking account relationships — including a growth rate of 102% in 

the first month. When it comes to acquisition programs, it takes more than a 

roll of the dice to achieve success. 
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 Harland Clarke Marketing Services.  Leave nothing to chance.

When your financial institution sees a  

102% jump in new checking 
accounts, it’s not luck.

It’s Harland Clarke.

harlandclarke.com/acquisition

http://www.fr.com/offices/boston/

